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EVERYTHING 

YOU NEED TO 



I’M COMING - SO HOW DO I GET TO THE 
SHOW?

TRAVEL BY TRAIN

Macclesfield is reasonably well served by rail services form 

both Manchester to the North (ish) and Stafford/Stoke-on-

Trent to the South and, whilst it is a reasonable trek from the 

station to our exhibition venue, fear not for there is a free, 

vintage bus service.

A big, bright red, Routemaster bus is on hand to take you to 

the show and to return you to the station at the end of your 

visit…….and it is a very short walk to and from the pick up/

drop off stop (see bus timetable below)

TRAVEL BY CAR

Macclesfield is easily reached from all directions with good 

road links and our venue is best reached by setting sat-navs 

to SK10 2EE.

Whilst we do have free parking facilities on site, it must be 

remembered that these are shared with other users of the 

school (sports clubs and other activities). This is not usually 

the cause of any difficulties but, just occasionally, you may 

be directed to other, nearby, free parking. Please respect our 

marshalls, they are doing their best to ensure that parking 

your car is as hassle free as possible.

We also have a limited number of disabled 

parking spaces available close to the 

entrance to the show and, again, we     

would ask you to respect this facility. 

Please avoid using this area so that it can 

be used by those that really need it.

TRAVEL BY FOOT

Oh, come on! If you’re travelling on foot you are more than 

likely a ‘local’ and need no directions from me! If you are not 

local, the venue is about ¾ mile from the town centre. If 

you’ve got Google Maps (or similar), punch in the postcode 

on your smartphone and follow the directions. It’s about a 15 

minute walk. If you develop a thirst in either direction, you 

can always pop into ‘The Ship’ or ‘The British Flag’!

Bus pick up/

drop off as 

seen from the 



THE BUS ROUTE

The bus begins its journey to Tytherington School from 

Waters Green (stop outside Waters Green Tavern) which is 

only a short walk from the railway station.

The next pick up point is stand no 9 at the bus station from 

where the bus travels along Mill Street to Park Green and 

on to Park Lane, Churchill Way, Hibel Road and Beech 

Lane to the school.

The bus can be haled from any recognised bus stop en 

route.

The return journey follows the same route to Park Green 

from where the bus travels along Sunderland Street to its 

final stop on Waters Green.

The bus ride is free and can be used as a ‘hop on, hop off’ 

service between any recognised bus stops on its route or 

passengers can simply take a circular tour.

Whilst no charge is made, any donations toward the cost 

of maintaining this iconic bus would be much appreciated.

For a history of this bus you can download back issues for

January and February 2018 ……. it does have an 

interesting past! Simply ‘click’ on the month you wish to 

download.

 POSTERS, FLIERS AND WINDOW 
‘STICKERS’

Could you help us with advertising this show?

You will find, on page 18, an A4 poster. You could help 

increase our attendances by putting a poster in your 

local newsagent, fish and chip shop or pub. If they are 

only prepared to take a small poster, you will find some 

¼ size posters on page 19.

How about putting something in your car’s rear window? 

You’ll find some handy window ‘stickers’ on page 20.

Whatever you can do to help will be much appreciated.

https://mailchi.mp/c171451d4023/january-2018-newsletter
https://mailchi.mp/e960a72cb2ff/february-2018-newsletter
https://mailchi.mp/c171451d4023/january-2018-newsletter
https://mailchi.mp/e960a72cb2ff/february-2018-newsletter


THE COMPLETE LAYOUT GUIDE

Angel Bank EM
Chris Hewitt Stand: 30 

The model is based on Bitterley Junction which is just 

outside Ludlow at the foot of Clee Hill in Shropshire. The 

Ludlow / Clee Hill Co was formed in 1861 to build a line from 

the Shrewsbury-Hereford Railway to Titterstone, Clee Hill for 

the purpose of transprting the considerable mineral potential 

from the summit. Clee Hill rises to over 1700ft and is capped 

by an erosion-resistant stone called ”dhu stone” which was 

broken up and cut into kerb stones and cobblestones. There 

was no waste as the left-over chippings were mixed with 

Tarmac for road surfaces. Note, the incline which, as on the 

real one, starts on a curve. This incline was the longest in 

the country.

Barton Hall 0
Andrew Wren-Hilton Stand: 14

Welcome to this compact portable O gauge layout which 

was originally conceived to fit in a friend’s garden shed. This 

fictitious branch being built to serve the private estate of 

Barton Hall which is located just to the North of Preston with 

services primarily supplied by the Lancashire and Yorkshire 

Railway Co. The layout design was inspired by and bears a 

resemblance to Bembridge on the Isle of Wight. It contains 

the classic “Inglenook siding” with added release turntable, 

supplemented with 2 additional siding which link to the three 

road sector plate. It is operated with DCC.

Bastogne Rue De Clervaux HO
Phil Colton Stand: 15

Baston Rue De Clervaux is a small town in eastern 

Ardennes region f Belgium near the Luxembourg border. It is 

famous for the major battle of the Bulge.

All this is behind us as the layout is set in the year 2000+.

There were two stations but theu were closed some years 

ago because there was no money to renew and update the 

line.

My scenario for Baston Rue De Clervaux is an imaginary 

through third station in the town with a branch line to Wiltz in 

Luxembourg. The latter is not yet electrified and hence 

brings diesel units and loco hauled stock into the station.

In the goods yard are general freight facilities, a banana 

ripening warehouse and a small distribution warehouse and 

a chemical terminal.

Altogether a very busy small town centre station with 

buildings in the art deco style.

I’M HERE, SO WHAT ELSE IS HERE?



Cheadle Ridge Lane TMD OO
Steve Lindley Stand: 23

Cheadle Ridge Lane TMD is a fictional location based in the 

north west of England on the outskirts of Stockport as a 

small out post of Buxton depot. Dominated by class 37’s and 

31’s with a few others thrown in for good measure including 

a route learning bubble car and a parcels DMU for fuel! 

Short trip working of steel, ballast, logs, fuel delivery and 

even a flask train which all usually have a loco change 

involving a shunt with a class 08 loaned in from Longsight 

depot.

Clayton End Signalman OO 
David & Susan George Stand: 11

The layout, set in the 1960’s to 1970’s, depicts a fictitious, 

small out-of-town location somewhere in the North of 

England between the West and East mainline systems. It 

contains a signal box and MPD, partly in a railway cutting 

and overlooked by a small collection of houses and a public 

house.

The layout name has tenuous links with the ghost story “The 

Signalman” by Charles Dickens which may have been 

loosely based around the Clayton Tunnel disaster of 1861.

The location is reached via tunnels and serves a nearby 

freight yard, with locos stable overnight in a two-track shed. 

Whist activity is mainly freight related there are some 

passenger workings. There are also some cross-country 

workings, allowing allowing a wider range of stock to be 

seen.

There is a four track fiddle yard to handle the freight traffic 

via the tunnel.

Point control is via the MegaPoints system whilst the sound-

enabled locos are controlled via an extended.NCE 

PowerCab

Culthwaite N
Phil Mason (MMRG) Stand: 21

This layout has resulted from the frustration expressed by a 

visitor to our exhibition a couple of years ago who 

commented that, while many of the layouts were beautifully 

modelled, "nothing much seems to happen".

So, this is unashamedly a round and round 'tail chaser'. The 

other design constraints were that it would: provide a setting 

for an interesting variety of trains, utilise as many existing 

materials and structures as possible, be relatively quick to 

build and fit in a VW 'Up'!



To these ends, the layout shares legs and lighting with a TT 

layout, the proposed length was reduced from 12ft to 8ft and 

many of the buildings have been salvaged from layouts build 

as much as 45 years ago! All the curves and the inner track 

circuit are 'set track' from my son's layout. It's taken me 50 

years of modelling to realise that flexible track doesn't work 

well round corners but set track is great!

‘Culthwaite' doesn't exist, but is inspired by the less 

frequently modelled northern part of the Settle - Carlisle, 

particularly Culgaith but with a bit of Armathwaite (including 

the curved platforms and standard S&C buildings).

Set in the recent past before the demise of coal traffic, look 

out for (shortened) model versions of the regular performers. 

These include the 6K05 engineering train, empty cement 

wagons for Clitheroe and logs from Scotland to Chirk on the 

'up'. On the down there's the long standing coal empties 

from Milford to Ayr, china clay to Irvine and ballast from 

Mountsorrel to Carlisle.

Hadley, Stonybrook, and Swale Railway (HSSR) 7mmNG
Arline Wilson Stand: 16

The fictitious layout of Hadley, Stonybrook, and Swale 

Railway (HSSR) is set in the late 1940s.

The town of Swale, which takes its name from the low-lying 

moist ground which surrounds it, is close to the marshy edge 

of the Patchway Bog. Swale is connected to Hadley by a 

viaduct over a stony brook from which the “Stonybrook” 

mine takes its name. Occasionally fishermen make their way 

down the steep slopes to the brook but rarely catch 

anything. The tea room at Hadley station does a roaring 

trade with ramblers who are attracted to the area by the 

interesting walks over the nearby hills. The station master at 

Hadley is well known for his love of cats, you may see some 

of them near the station enjoying the company of the 

passengers on the platform, or hunting for mice underneath 

the tea room.

Gresten HOe
Malcolm Rochford Stand: 33

St Polten is a large town about half way between Saltzburg 

and Vienna. A 91km electified narrow gauge line left the 

main line and stretched due south into the mountians to the 

pilgrimage centre of Mariazell.

A non-electrified branch left the Mariazellerbahn at 

Obergrafendorf, ending at Gresten, 63km away.

The town of Wiesselburg marks the mid point of the line and 

here it crosses a standard gauge line from Pochlarn to 

Kienburg-Gaming. This provides a second freight exchange 

point with the narrow gauge (the other being at St Polten).

The layout is set in the period 1985 to early 1990, and 

shows standard gauge wagons being transported on narrow 

gauge rollwagons.

Although passenger figures remained fairly static during this 

period, freight was growing rapidly, mainly due to the large 

engoneering firm of Welser A. G. at Gresten and a large 

yard at Randegg 4km away.

About this time, the OGLB (a national preservation group) 

had taken over the old roundhouse at Obgrafendorf (where 

the line joins form Mariazellerbahn). This shed now houses 

the National Collection of narrow gauge locomotives which 

regularly appear on enthusiasts’ specials.



The layout is operated according to standard Austrian 

practices.

Hakuho Z
Kevin Smith Stand: 12

I believe this will probably the only all-steam Japanese Z 

gauge exhibition layout in the world. I have chosen not to 

model the usual Japanese city landscapes but have based 

the layout in the rural area of Hokkaido, the country's 

Northern island, where the scenery is more reminiscent of 

the pine and conifer forests of northern Europe and America.

The layout is small, just 5 foot by 3 foot, but still features four 

distinctive viewing sides with the predominant view that of 

Hakuho station itself . This is a small rural wayside station 

with a small goods shed serving the local forestry industry. 

Framed at one end by a modern freeway and at the other by 

an abandoned forestry branch. 

Above the station on the hillside is a shrine built beside the 

twin waterfalls.

Hazel Valley OO
Hazel Grove and District Model Railway Society 

Stand: 5
Hazel Valley has been changed to bring it into the modern 

image era. (Railtrack Era). The station has long gone with 

only the derelict remains of the stone platform remaining. 

The original signalling remains and since this route has still 

to be upgraded, new signalling is not a priority with the 

railway authority at the time.

The local quarry and works are still rail connected, so the 

exchange sidings remain in use.

Whilst the scenic details try to capture the tranquility of the 

Peak District, trains running on the layout represent many of 

the cross country services seen around the northwest. 

These trains cover railway practice from the 1990's up to the 

millennium, showing the variety of the different liveries of the 

privatised companies. Most trains pass by, but occasionally 

certain trains enter the exchange sidings and are split up for 

moving down the branch line.

Hironocho N
Peter Dibben Stand: 22

Hironochō represents the terminus of a minor independent 

railway in Japan. There are several railways of this type in 

Japan and the model aims to capture some of the typical 

features of these railways in a very small space.

In the early twentieth century roads were generally poor and 

the railway was built to open up the area surrounding the 

city for development. This proved successful and the area 

has now become a busy suburb and the railway provides 

commuters, school children and shoppers access to the city 

centre. The station has been modernised with a small office 

block, this being financed by the sale of surplus land 



released by shortening the platforms to match the two car 

trains.

At some point in its history the railway was electrified and it 

is now operated by second hand electric multiple units 

bought from other, larger railways. There is no connection 

with the now privatised Japanese National Railways network 

and the railway is completely self-contained. All 

maintenance of the rolling stock is carried out in the little 

depot adjacent to the station.

Please feel free to ask about Japanese railways and 

modelling. If the automatic control system is working, talking 

will not interrupt the trains running!

Megantic ON2
Bob Harper Stand: 6
Megantic is the latest, and last part of my Maine(USA) 2ft 

gauge system; I've now filled every possible space in my 

basement! Megantic is the other end of the line from 

Franklin, and also the source of the timber used in the 

sawmill at the junction with the main line. The station is 

mainly based on Bigelow, on the Sandy River system, 

though some of the scratchbuilt structures come from other 

stations on the 2ft lines. Most of the rolling stock are now kit 

or scratch-built models of genuine Maine vehicles, but the 

severe space restrictions mean that I am limited to small 

“Forney” style tank engines and short trains.

RNAS Glencruitten 2mm
Angus Higgins Stand: 31

In 1916 the Admiralty was becoming increasingly concerned 

with the German U boat threat and developed a series of 

non-rigid airships, the SS class and later NS class to patrol 

the coast of Great Britain.

These airships needed dedicated bases to fly from and the 

Admiralty commenced a building programme at various sites 

around the coast. RNAS Glencruitten is a fictional airship 

base situated just off the Caledonian Railway’s Callander 

and Oban line. The base as modelled is based on a real 

base at RNAS Longside built just off the Great North of 

Scotland Railway to the north of Aberdeen. Structures from 

various bases have been modelled to create the 

Glencruitten base in 2mm finescale.

The layout was originally conceived for the Model Railway 

Journal’s Cameo Layouts competition and serves as running 

platform for a developing fleet of rolling stock based in two 

timeframes: 1916-17 Caledonian Railway and 1962 early 

British Railways. Although the scenics are set in the earlier 

period it is assumed the base continued in use into the 

1960s as an RAF base, unlike most of the airship bases that 

were mothballed at the end of WW1 and demolished in the 

early 1920’s.

Sutton St Annes 2mm
Anthony Sutton Stand: 24

Sutton St. Annes is a small coastal town located somewhere 

alongside the Fylde coast, between the towns of Blackpool 

and Lytham in North-West Lancashire. The line to Sutton St. 

Annes diverges at Kirkham & Wesham, on the Preston to 

Blackpool mainline.

Although Sutton St. Annes is a fictional location, most of the 

trains that you will see running today are based on actual 



services that would have been seen operating in the area 

between 1990 and 1995.

So what can be seen at the sunny seaside town of Sutton 

St. Annes? Apart from quite a few seagulls of course! Plenty 

of loco hauled action from the Provincial / Regional Railways 

sector, as loco hauled passenger services are still very 

much in the hands of class's 20, 31, 37 & 47. 1st & 2nd 

generation DMUs, small trip freights and parcel workings.

Most locos plus some of the coaching stock are either re-

sprayed, re-numbered, detailed and weathered by myself.

Tyumyll Junction N
Simon Cullen Stand: 25

This project satisfied a long standing wish to have a practical 

circular layout without visible small radius curves but 

maintaining a reasonably sized scenic section. Given my 

available space, this could only easily be accomplished with 

the operating area in the centre but it allowed curves almost 

3ft in radius to be used. The layout can be operated in two 

configurations, the compact version is 5ft x 6ft (without the 

Aluminium Cassette and Exchange Sidings boards) or the 

complete layout is 5ft x 12ft. However, even in the compact 

version, a 9ft continuous scenic section is possible.

The layout is fictitious and has not been set for any specific 

region or period to keep the operational scope as wide as 

possible. I had seen a few layouts which gave me some 

ideas; a part station so it could either be a through station or 

end of line; additional tracks disappearing off scene so it 

could also be a junction, plus a few sidings for shunting. In 

the complete layout version, some exchange sidings are 

included for additional shunting. I intend to operate with 

predominantly BR Blue diesels but once I have sufficient 

Green diesels I will run these on occasions.

Construction was straight forward, 4mm plywood for 

lightness, DC control, PECO Code 80 track except for the 

double slip (which is only available in Code 55). The 

turnouts are operated by Seep solenoids fed through a 

capacitor discharge unit which also switch the polarity of the 

turnout frogs. Scenery is standard, carved polystyrene, filler, 

scatter and static grass. The fiddle yard cassettes are 

constructed from the commonly adopted Aluminium section 

which allow whole trains to be changed without handling the 

stock.

Whilst using large radius curves is aesthetically pleasing the 

curved platforms and especially the scratchbuilt curved 

viaduct took some time and effort to complete. Similar grief 

was provided by the back scene. I originally intended to use 

the photographic type but couldn’t find one long enough and 

they cannot be easily shortened or lengthened or have 

sections inserted so my only realistic option was to paint it 

myself. After some research and copying photographs, I am 

reasonably pleased with the results.

Whithorn 00
Alisdair Macdonald Stand: 32
Whithorn is a finescale 4mm gauge layout, based upon the 

plan set out in the book “Light Railway Layout Designs” by 

Iain Rice. The actual location of Whithorn, a small market 

town, is in Galloway in South West Scotland.



When it was open Whithorn station was the most southerly 

railway station in Scotland until its passenger traffic ended in 

1950. The line remained open as a goods only branch until 

June 1965 when the Whithorn branch was closed along with 

the main railway line which ran from Dumfries to Dunragit on 

the route to Stranraer – better known as the “Port Road”.

To make the operating of the layout more interesting, it has 

been assumed that the railway did not close on the historical 

dates, but continued to operate into the 1960’s - and well 

into the 70’s. This allows for a greater variety of locomotives 

and rolling stock to be used on the layout.

Operation is by DCC control using the NCE control system 

with Tortoise point motors switched from the custom built 

control panel.

Winziges Industrialgebiet HO
Rex Ashton Stand: 13

Winziges Industriegebiet is the nearest Google Translate 

gets to 'Tiny Industrial Area'.

The layout is based on Alex Lösch's American layout 'The X 

Street Gang' and follows on from other Inglenook type 

shunting planks built in the past. The trackplan which is a 

mirror image of Alex's original hopefully offers more realistic 

operation than Inglenook but with the same level of 

complication - time will tell.

Construction is tried and tested with a 9mm and 6mm 

plywood baseboard supported by trestles and L girder 

beams and framed by a photographic backscene and 

integral lighting fascia.

Trackwork is Peco code 75 with live frog points powered by 

servos. The buildings are mainly Kibri kits suitably altered to 

fit the space and groundcover is done using a static grass 

applicator.

The rolling stock is mainly Roco all fitted with DG couplings.

Lenz/ Roco DCC control is used throughout and operation 

while using cards for each wagon as with Inglenook is 

defined by dealing the cards into specific locations on the 

layout. The stock then has to be shunted into those 

locations.

Please feel free to ask questions.

Happy Valley 00
Dennis Collier Stand: 9

The ever popular Thomas the Tank Engine layout for our 

younger model railway enthusiasts and an opportunity  for 

them to try their operating skills.

We’ve also got the ‘Brio’ play trains for the very young.



….. AND A FULL LIST OF TRADERS

Whilst all of our traders bring with them a wide and 

representative range of stock, it is impossible for them to 

bring all they stock ‘back at base’. Please check out their 

web sites for any items you may be interested in. Most of 

our traders are happy for you to pre-order items for 

collection at the show.

ABC Model Railways

Trading for over 35 years, we offer a wide range of 

collectable Model Railways from the smallest T GAUGE to 

larger scale models. The most popular from N gauge, 

through Z, HOe/009, HOm SWISS BEMO outline, to 00 

gauge and American and Continental HO. 

'www.abcmodelrailways.com'

Book Law Publications

Railway books? What we haven’t got in stock (and we’ve got 

hundreds of titles from all the major publishers), we can find 

and source for you. Come and see for yourself at the show! 

'www.booklaw.co.uk'  (e-mail)

Country Park Models

Whilst we are well known for our great range of spare parts 

for all the major UK manufacturers’ products, we do carry a 

wide range of other ‘useful bits and pieces’. 

Maybe you are looking for a particular spare part? Check us 

out at the Show or let us know what you need and we’ll try to 

bring it along with us.

Direct Train Spares

We are a small family run business and manufacturers of 

high quality products at affordable prices. We currently 

manufacture rolling road cradle units in various gauges ( N, 

TT, O, EM, P4, OO, G, GAUGE 1 & 3. We can manufacture 

other gauges of rolling roads to order, we have recently 

made S7, GAUGE 1, GAUGE 3 and BG4, so just ring to 

discuss your required gauge. 

We also manufacture NEM 652 and NEM 651 DCC decoder 

socket wiring harnesses, Coach lighting kits, Yard lights and 

Aspect signals. We only manufacture using LED’s not grain 

of wheat bulbs. 

As a keen model railway enthusiast myself and with 

previous aerospace engineering experience I understand 

the importance of offering products made to a high standard 

and easy to use whilst keeping prices low. 

I also use the NEM 652 DCC harnesses to convert my older 

OO gauge trains to DCC for my own layout. I find that when 

converting old trains to DCC using the harnesses, it is easier 

when the train is mounted on a rolling road system to ensure 

everything is running correctly before using on my layout. All 

the products we manufacture are products that I needed for 

my own modelling needs and I use them on a daily basis. 

We now also stock an extensive range of LED’s in sizes 

from 1.6mm to 5mm in all shapes and colours including 

0603 / 0805 SMD’s. We also stock a series of 0805 SMD’s 

that self flash so no need for anything else just 3v . We also 

stock a range of switches, decoder wire, layout wire, LED 

strip lighting, resistors both metal film a SMD sizes, 

syringes, connector blocks. We also have a range of 

chemicals including track cleaner, liquid flux, paint thinners, 

plastic weld solvent, IPA, industrial meths, water based 

smoke fluid. 

'www.directtrainspares-burnley.co.uk'

Edwin’s 3D Models

We are Enwin’s 3D Models, producing 4mm scale bodies to 

fit propriety chassis. Our aim is to produce bodies of more 

unusual prototypes to fit on them.

 

Our names are Brian and Neil Winnington.

 

Links to our products via Shapeways is:- 

https://www.shapeways.com/shops/enwin

 via Youtube:-  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/

UC4Yc6bP7bJvz1oukXrKHqzQ

                                   

http://www.abcmodelrailways.com
mailto:www.booklaw.co.uk
http://www.directtrainspares-burnley.co.uk
https://www.shapeways.com/shops/enwin
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4Yc6bP7bJvz1oukXrKHqzQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4Yc6bP7bJvz1oukXrKHqzQ
http://www.abcmodelrailways.com
mailto:www.booklaw.co.uk
http://www.directtrainspares-burnley.co.uk
https://www.shapeways.com/shops/enwin
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4Yc6bP7bJvz1oukXrKHqzQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4Yc6bP7bJvz1oukXrKHqzQ


and, finally, via Facebook:-  

https://m.facebook.com/Enwins-3d-

Models-107062437432418

  
High Lane Model Railways

Come and visit Stockport's leading pre-owned OO & N 
gauge model railway and diecast toy supplier based in 
Stockport Market Hall. We are open on Tuesdays, 

Thursdays, Fridays & Saturdays throughout the year. 

With a good selection of locomotives, wagons, coaches, 
track and scale vehicles, Gaugemaster products, as well as 

scenic materials from Javis, we are always happy to discuss 
your particular requirements. We regularly attend model 
railway 'swap meets' and shows. 

‘www.highlanemodelrailways.co.uk' 

MMRG Members Sales

This is often referred to as ‘The Bargain Counter’ and not 

without good reason. You will find many items on this stand 

at rock bottom prices! Some items are sold on behalf of Club 

members, the items themselves do not belong to the Club, 

and they are clearly marked. By far the largest number of 

items for sale do belong to the Club and their prices are 

already heavily discounted. It’s part of our effort and policy 

to promote the hobby through the sale of affordable model 

railway items. In either case, please do not ask for further 

‘discounts’ as we are already selling as cheaply as we 

sensibly can!

You wouldn’t believe the psychology involved in putting this 

stand where it is. It’s the first stand you come across when 

you enter the exhibition and it’s the last stand you see on 

your way out! Clever, huh? 

Mmmm, not really. It’s the only place that nobody else 

wanted because it can be so bloody cold with the door open 

all day long!

If you would like the Club to try to sell items on your behalf, 

please look at the article on page 20 and appendix 1. Last 

year, the stall had a turn-over of almost £2500 ….. that 

should be some indication to you of how popular it is ….. 

and was able to contribute over £1600 to Club funds!

Maybe this year we will continue to break records, who 

knows? We’ve been breaking them now, consistently, for the 

last 5 years!

North Western Models

At North Western Models we believe that it’s the detail that 

brings a model railway to life and the company was 

established in 2015 by Kevin Colley and Christopher Gore 

as an online model shop based in Stockport, Cheshire. 

Initially dealing with high quality detailing accessories and 

kits, North Western Models prides itself in serving the model 

railway community to promote the notion that detailing helps 

to bring a model railway to life. 

In September 2016, North Western Models was a winner of 

Small Business Sunday (#SBS) which is run by Dragons’ 

Den star, Theo Paphitis. Christopher and Kevin initially met 

with Mr Paphitis in Birmingham in February 2017 to receive 

their award which recognises and celebrates successful 

small businesses and entrepreneurs within the UK. They 

continually work alongside other small businesses within Mr 

Paphitis’ #SBS circle to develop their model railway 

business and to drive forwards with full steam ahead! 

‘www.northwesternmodels.co.uk' 

PowerBond

POWERBOND ADHESIVES LTD was formed in 1979 and 

over the years we have accumulated a vast amount of 

experience and application knowledge.

The goal of POWERBOND.CO.UK is to supply not only the 

highest quality, most technically advanced products at the 

lowest prices, but to also give you the advantage of our 30 

years experience in product assembly techniques and an 

after sales service second to none.

‘www.powerbond.co.uk'

S.M.T.F.

SMTF is a well stocked and varied model shop based at the 

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton, 

Cheshire, SK12 1BY. Though it stocks a wide range of ’00’ 
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http://www.highlanemodelrailways.co.uk
https://northwesternmodels.co.uk
http://www.powerbond.co.uk
https://m.facebook.com/Enwins-3d-Models-107062437432418
https://m.facebook.com/Enwins-3d-Models-107062437432418
http://www.apple.com
http://www.highlanemodelrailways.co.uk
https://northwesternmodels.co.uk
http://www.powerbond.co.uk


models and accessories it is, perhaps, best known for its ‘G’ 

scale garden railway items. 

“Come and see us at the show .... we are always available 

to help and advise.” 

01625 850427 

Squires Model & Craft Tools

Squires are probably the biggest and most trusted 
source of tools and modelling supplies within our 

hobby. They are extremely well known on the 
exhibition circuit simply through the sheer number of 

exhibitions they attend and support and we are 
pleased to welcome them to Macclesfield.

Whilst they always carry with them a large selection of 

their most popular items, it would be impossible for 
them to bring all that they stock.

Even a quick look at their web site will will confirm their 

commitment to supplying our hobby with a vast range 
of tools and a host of other paraphernalia.

It is well worth ordering any items you may especially 

want for delivery/collection at the show. 

http://www.squirestools.com

Sweets of Yesteryear

No plastic! Just paper bags (as they should be) filled with all 

those tastes of yesteryear .......a real trip down memory lane 

for all with a ‘sweet tooth’ 

sweetsofyesteryear@gmail.com

The Bespoke Signs & Print Shop

I make signs for model railways, signs for your bedroom or 

‘manshed’ doors and walls. I also make signs for the garden 

shed and there no is problem with them being outside in all 

weather conditions. If you have a model boat, I can also 

make the name plate for it!

I can be contacted via Facebook and messenger. 

The Junction Box

We stock a good selection of second hand model railway 

products and we always aim to add new stock to our 

extensive range. 

If there are any items you are especially looking for please 

let me know and I will always try and oblige where possible 

'www.thejunctionbox.net' 

FACEBOOK ‘LIKES’ AND ‘SHARES’

Through your own visits around Facebook pages or even 

visits to this Club’s own Facebook page, you may well come 

across posts about this exhibition. You can help to expand 

the numbers of people who see these posts enormously 

through two simple ‘clicks’ of your mouse…….’LIKE’ and 

‘SHARE’.

If you ‘LIKE’ our posts, a link to them appears on your own 

Facebook page. If you ‘SHARE’ our posts, they are shared 

with all your Facebook friends and contacts. If they in turn 

‘LIKE’ and ‘SHARE’, the number of people seeing these 

posts increases exponentially - in just three ‘generations’ of 

clicks, the potential audience could be numbered in 

thousands!

Every little helps, as they say!

mailto:sweetsofyesteryear@gmail.com
http://www.thejunctionbox.net
mailto:sweetsofyesteryear@gmail.com
http://www.thejunctionbox.net
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CATERING
Our caterers, too, have a great reputation and offer a 

wide selection of choices to suit every palate. A cup of tea 

or coffe with a bacon buttie to set you up for the show? 

No problem! Maybe you fancy a full breakfast?

What about lunch? Again there is a choice of menus from 

sandwiches to a choice of meals (including a more 

traditional lunch on Sunday!). 

Maybe you just want to chill part way round the exhibition 

with a cuppa and a cake, or a soft drink and a favourite 

biscuit or chocolate bar. We’ve got it covered!

There’s something for everyone …….. and all at 

very reasonable prices!

There is no excuse for you being hungry!

NB - images are for illustration purposes only and 

are intended to be representative of the items we 

have on offer.



The Annual Exhibition could not take place without an ‘army’ 

of willing hands and maybe, if you have a few spare hours, 

you could be a part of that ‘army’.

Maybe, for your efforts, you’d like to be 

rewarded with a pint. No problem! 

Traditionally, all those who volunteer to help set 

up the exhibition on Friday are marched (well, 

maybe not marched) off to the pub at the end of the evening 

to ‘replace’ some of the fluids lost whilst setting up tables, 

marking out the halls, placing chairs, helping exhibitors set 

up (where requested) and generally making ready for the 

start of the show. It’s a vital role and a well earned pint! 

Thanks to those who’ve volunteered in the past we’ve 

managed to set up the show in record time for the past 

couple of years and an early pint has been the order of the 

day. Could you help and earn a pint?

Many people arrive by car and, guess what, 

they need to be able to park it! As you may 

already know, we don’t have limitless 

parking spaces and our car parking area 

(shared with other school users) can, at times, get quite full. 

Mmm. Make that very full! Could you help visitors find a 

parking space on the school campus or, when it gets pretty 

full, use your local knowledge to re-direct visitors to areas 

where they could find parking spaces? Again, it’s a vital role - 

so much so that we’ll even supply you with a ‘high vis vest’!

Maybe you might enjoy a more ‘hands on, up front’ role. 

Dealing with the public, especially on the door or the second 

hand stall, can test anyone’s diplomacy skills 

and patience at times but, again, it is a vital 

role. Have you got what it takes to encourage 

the visiting public to part willingly with their 

money?

Perhaps problem solving is more your thing. 

The visiting public can, at times, come up with 

the strangest requests and ask for all manner of 

advice. Do you like to ‘think on your feet’ and 

point people in the right direction? We need 

volunteers who can answer the public’s questions or, at least, 

point them in the direction they might find them. Another vital 

role.

So, that’s it for another year? Not quite. 

The school has to be cleared of any 

evidence that the exhibition has ever taken 

place - and that needs muscle-power! 

Everything that was set up on Friday needs dismantling. 

Chairs need to be stacked, tables taken down and stacked 

ready for collection, litter collected, marking tape removed, 

displays to be packed away - oh, the list is almost endless! 

With enough pairs of hands, however, we could continue to 

beat previous records! No free pint this time, I’m afraid, but 

I’m pretty sure that whoever helps pack up will be visiting a 

suitable hostelry for another well earned pint …… or two, 

three? 

If you do have any spare time over the exhibition weekend 

and you are able to help, please contact us at:-

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

?

mailto:macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com
mailto:macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com


CASH FOR YOU, HELP FOR THE CLUB.

I’m hoping that you’ve already begun searching out those 

redundant projects, sorting out unwanted locos, stock and 

accessories and, generally, been having something of a 

‘clear-out’. All those items you’ve come across that you no 

longer want, maybe you can turn them into cash!

What do you need to do to sell items on the “Pre-loved 

Stall”? It’s all quite simple really …………..

1) Using small labels that are readily available in WHSmiths 

or any stationers (such as Rymans), clearly mark your 

items showing your initials, the item number and price. 

Make sure the labels are firmly attached and visible!

2) Using the Sales Sheet (see appendix 1), carefully list all 

the items you have for sale and match them, in numerical 

order, to your label numbers. Please, also list your asking 

price for each item.

3) The Sales Sheet is important because each of your sales 

will be recorded on it and it will become your receipt at the 

end of the show. It will list your total sales, the commission 

deducted (10%) and the final sum owing to you. 

All you then have to do is bring along your items to the Stall 

as soon as you can during or after setting up on the Friday 

evening. You can even bring in your items during the show 

itself but be aware, the later you leave it, the fewer potential 

buyers you will have.

And finally, a word of advice. Do try to be realistic with the 

prices you are asking. Don’t underprice and cheat yourself 

but, on the other hand, don’t overprice - your items simply 

won’t sell! Unless what you are trying to sell really is a 

‘collector’s item’ don’t expect secondhand goods to sell for 

much more than half the price of new equivalents dependant 

on condition, original box, etc. Remember, those looking at 

buying your items are just as canny as you might be if you 

were buying their’s!!

The Club will charge 10% commission on each sale which, 

we hope, you think not unreasonable. Last year, the Stall 

turned over in excess of £2,500 - there really are buyers ‘out 

there’ waiting for your items - and was able (with donated 

items) to raise over £1600 for Club funds!

For those small items, spare parts, items with ‘bits missing’ or 

simply because you are feeling generous, we will accept 

almost anything as a donation. Every little helps, as they say!

Finally, please make sure that all locos you are selling are in 

full working order and, if possible, recently serviced. This 

year we shall have a multi gauge test track (00, TT, N and O) 

switchable between DC and DCC and will demonstrate each 

loco before selling it.

What are you waiting for? Print off a copy of Appendix 1 on 

the next page and start listing!!

Boxed and in 1st class, as new condition - yours for just £30 (new £80 + [Hattons])

Boxed and in 1st class, as new condition - yours for just £20 (new £30 +)

Bittern and 3 Pullman carriages in 1st class, as new condition -  sold as set only £80 
(new combined price £230)
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